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Groups for and against the Obama administration's contentious stream protection rule have swarmed the White 

House in recent weeks as the new restrictions, seven years in the making, are almost ready for release. 

The White House Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, an arm of the Office of Management and 

Budget, has hosted more than a dozen meetings with industry, states, environmentalists and lawmakers. 

OIRA is the final stop for the stream protection rule before the Interior Department's Office of Surface Mining 

Reclamation and Enforcement publishes its final product. 

Greg Conrad, executive director of the Interstate Mining Compact Commission, begged OMB to block the 

rule. 

"It should be obvious after a review of these comments that the agency must revisit the document and reinitiate 

the process," he wrote in a letter about state concerns. 

OSMRE leaders say the rule would modernize 30-year-old standards for coal mining under the Surface Mining 

Control and Reclamation Act with the goal of better protecting waterways. 

But companies accuse the agency of wanting to kill coal mining. And states, the primary regulators under 

SMCRA, accuse OSMRE of executive overreach and failing to collaborate (Greenwire, May 13). 

IMCC brought state regulators from Virginia, Wyoming, Indiana, Illinois and Ohio to Washington, D.C., for a 

June 20 meeting. 

OSMRE Director Joe Pizarchik has repeatedly said thousands of comments from states helped inform the rule. 

Coal state lawmakers have hammered Pizarchik in more than a dozen hearings in recent years. 

On July 12, White House aides met with the Congressional Coal Caucus, Pizarchik and Assistant Interior 

Secretary Janice Schneider. 

In the room, according to OMB records, were Reps. Morgan Griffith (R-Va.), Cynthia Lummis (R-Wyo.), 

David McKinley (R-W.Va.), Scott Tipton (R-Colo.) and Ryan Zinke (R-Mont.). 

Also present were aides from the offices of Reps. Evan Jenkins (R-W.Va.), Hal Rogers (R-Ky.), Bill Johnson 

(R-Ohio), Kevin Cramer (R-N.D.) and the House Natural Resources Committee. 

In a handout to OMB, the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection said OSMRE "flouted" its 
agreement to work with states, stating "transparency has been totally absent." 

http://www.eenews.net/staff/Dylan_Brown
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Company grievances 

Mining companies have tagged the forthcoming rule as a job killer and have attacked OSMRE's scientific 

analysis as "one size fits all," ignoring the different conditions for mining across the country (Greenwire, Oct. 

27, 2015). Executives, lobbyists and states have made similar claims throughout the rulemaking process. 

The West Virginia Coal Association, Pennsylvania Coal Alliance, Ohio Coal Association and Colorado 

Mining Association have all had meetings with White House officials in recent weeks. 

Group leaders have raised the issue of the stream protection rule potentially overlapping with existing Clean 

Water Act and Endangered Species Act protections. 

Arch Coal Inc., bankrupt but still one of the nation's largest coal companies, had its own meeting with OMB in 

July, just weeks after Murray Energy Corp. stopped by. 

The company repeated arguments that the rule would "effectively" ban longwall mining and other underground 

mining techniques. 

Longwall mining involves using large machinery to extract significant amounts of coal and often causes 

surface land subsidence. The rule, as proposed, requires longwall mining companies to promise not to affect 

streams. 

"No mine can possibly make this demonstration," Murray Energy wrote in documents to OMB. "Underground 

mining that inevitably causes subsidence would be stymied." 

Pennsylvania Coal Alliance Executive Director Rachel Gleason said: "The Stream Protection Rule is an effort 

for the current Administration to keep coal in the ground and prevent production. 

The rule's "impractical" definition of hydrological damage, she said, ignores state efforts to mitigate and 

restore lands. 

In Pennsylvania, state regulators say they have a regulatory program similar in many ways to the steam 

protection rule, which Pizarchik helped write during his time at the Pennsylvania Department of 

Environmental Protection. 

"The program is young, and after a decade of experience and data collection we are learning that there are 

areas of our guidance that need to be revisited based on that data," Gleason said. "Pennsylvania is the only 

state with such experience, and our state DEP was not adequately consulted in the process." 

Environmentalists have long complained about longwall mining's effects in the Keystone State, and have 

called for reform. 

The proposed stream rule would also place a 100-foot buffer around streams, which could slash recoverable 

reserves by 47 to 85 percent, according to National Mining Association analysis. 

Pizarchik has said the rule, based on a contractor's analysis, would have only minimal impacts to jobs. He 

denies any effort to ban longwall mining and says the buffer would depend on conditions. 

Businesses beyond mining are also joining the fray to protest the rule, including the National Rural Electric 

Cooperative Association, which had an Aug. 4 meeting at OMB. 

"The rule could prevent about 40 percent of potential surface mining areas from being mined, forcing greater 

reliance on areas where coal is more expensive to mine," NRECA spokesman Dan Riedinger said. 

http://www.eenews.net/greenwire/stories/1060026998


The National Association of Manufacturers brought in coal-dependent businesses concerned about the rule's 

impacts, including BNSF Railway Co., U.S. Steel Corp. and ArcelorMittal SA. 

Enviros want more 

Environmentalists are lobbying for a stricter version of the rule to better protect environmental and human 

health from mining. 

Pizarchik has pointed to new science about mining's effect on the environment to buttress the rulemaking, 

including concerning waterway salinity. But activists say the agency should do more. 

In July, representatives from the Citizens Coal Council and Foundation for Pennsylvania Watersheds held a 

meeting with OMB. Defenders of Wildlife, the Sierra Club, Earthjustice and the Center for Biological 

Diversity were at another. 

Neil Gormley, attorney at Earthjustice, said the proposed rule was at least an acknowledgement of SMCRA's 

prohibition on material damage to the hydrological balance. 

"That requirement, although it's really at the center of the statute, has never been enforced because it's never 

been defined," he said. "All this rule does is it gives some content to that definition." 

Gormley rebutted one-size-fits-all criticism, saying the proposal would grant states enough flexibility while 

still enforcing a baseline standard. He also said the current buffer is stricter. 

The proposed buffer zone is also "Swiss cheese" thanks to exceptions, he said. "This is one of the things that 

the 1983 rule gets right — have a strong 100-foot buffer to protect the most ecologically valuable streams — 

and we hope to see that in the final rule," he said. 

"A coal mine that destroys a stream, that obliterates wildlife, that makes people in nearby communities sick — 

that's the same everywhere," he said. 

OSMRE recently commissioned a study to survey the growing body of evidence that coal mining pollution has 

elevated rates of cancer and other illnesses in nearby communities (Greenwire, Aug. 3). 

Alaska issues 

Alaska has become a focal point for the one-size-fits-all debate. While the state only has one active coal mine, 

Alaska has huge reserves that companies hope to one day tap. 

Gov. Bill Walker (I) sent staffers from his office and the Alaska Department of Natural Resources to 

Washington, D.C., in July to make their case. 

"The proposed changes particularly do not account for the significantly diverse ecological, physical, and 

climatic conditions that are encountered when coal mining within Alaska," Russell Kirkham, manager of 

Alaska's coal regulatory program, wrote in a letter to the Obama administration. 

A visit from Assistant Secretary Schneider to the Usibelli Coal Mine Inc.'s mine in Healy in May raised hopes 

that federal officials were listening and possibly would be willing to at least slow down the rulemaking, but 

then OSMRE sent it to the White House Office of Management and Budget later that month. Usibelli Coal had 

a meeting with White House officials in June. 

Gormley, who has advocated on behalf of Alaskan environmental groups, said the state is indeed a special 

case, but because it needs more protection for natural resources like salmon. 

http://www.eenews.net/greenwire/stories/1060041155


"You shouldn't be mining through a salmon stream unless you can show that you are going to restore it in a 

way that is going to be meaningful and support salmon populations in the future," he said. 

After so long waiting, Gormley said: "We're optimistic that the Obama administration will stay the course and 

issue a strong rule." 
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